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	Useful to students, professional engineers, scientists, and technicians, Electronics and Circuit Analysis Using MATLAB

	
		provides a simple, easy-to-understand, hands-on introduction to MATLAB
	
		demonstrates the use of MATLAB for solving electronic problems
	
		outlines various ways MATLAB solves circuit analysis problems
	
		shows the flexibility of MATLAB for solving general engineering and scientific problems

		This book divides into three parts: introduction to MATLAB, applications of MATLAB in circuit analysis, and electronics applications with MATLAB. Topics covered include plotting functions, control statements, two-port networks, Fourier analysis, diodes, semiconductor physics, operational amplifiers, and transistor circuits.
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Arabic For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2006
Your survival guide for everyday words and expressions   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to Modern Standard Arabic   

   This unintimidating guide will help you start speaking Modern Standard Arabic — beginning today! Whether you're a student, a traveler, or you work in business...
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The Manager's Guide to Effective MeetingsMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Now translated into 11 languages! This reader-friendly, icon-rich series is must reading for all managers at every level


	All managers, whether brand new to their positions or well established in the corporate heirarchy, can use a little "brushing up" now and then. The skills-based Briefcase Books series is filled...
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Platinum Edition Using XHTML, XML & Java 2 (Platinum Edition Using)Que, 2000
Platinum Edition Using XHTML, XML, and Java 2 shows how to combine these three powerful standards--and plenty of others--to deliver flexible Web content on a variety of platforms, including Java. This admirably comprehensive book covers virtually everything today's Web developer needs in order to deliver flexible content for a variety of...
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A Project Guide to UX Design: For user experience designers in the field or in the makingNew Riders Publishing, 2009
“If you are a young designer entering or contemplating entering the UX field this is a canonical book. If you are an organization that really needs to start grokking UX this book is also for you. "  -- Chris Bernard, User Experience Evangelist, Microsoft

User experience design is the discipline of creating a useful and...
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The Practice of Network Security Monitoring: Understanding Incident Detection and ResponseNo Starch Press, 2013

	Network security is not simply about building impenetrable walls—determined attackers will eventually overcome traditional defenses. The most effective computer security strategies integrate network security monitoring (NSM): the collection and analysis of data to help you detect and respond to intrusions.
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A Primer of Signal Detection TheoryLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Signal Detection Theory (SDT) has had, and continues to have, an
enormous impact on many branches of psychology. Although its initial
applications were in the interpretation of sensory processes, its domain
has since widened considerably. For example, concepts derived
from SDT are widely used in memory research and in studies of...
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